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ANIMATED SHORTS (83 mins)
Sunday, February 11 at 10:30 AM
Thursday, February 22 at 7:30 PM

Dear Basketball – USA, 5 mins
Basketball great Kobe Bryant collaborated with 
visionary animator Glen Keane and legendary comp-
oser John Williams on an animated short film that 
explores what it means to achieve your dream, and 
then leave it behind.

Negative Space – France, 5 mins
My dad taught me how to pack.

Lou – USA, 7 mins
When a toy stealing bully ruins recess for a playground 
full of kids, only one thing stands in his way: the “Lost 
and Found” box.

Revolting Rhymes – UK, 29 mins
This film interweaves Dahl’s retellings of classic fairy 
tales with playful twists and surprising endings.

Garden Party – France, 7 mins
In a deserted house, a couple of amphibians explore 
their surroundings and follow their primal instincts.

Lost Property Office (extra film) – Australia, 10 mins

Weeds (extra film) – USA, 5 mins
Achoo (extra film) – details TBD

LIVE ACTION SHORTS (97 mins)
Thursday, February 15, at 7:30 PM 
Saturday February 24 at 10:30 AM

DeKalb Elementary – USA, 20 mins
Inspired by a 911 call placed during a school 
shooting incident in Atlanta, Georgia.

The Silent Child – UK, 20 mins
THE SILENT CHILD centres around a profoundly 
deaf four year old girl named Libby who is born 
into a middle class family and lives in a world of 
silence until a caring social worker teaches her the 
gift of communication.

My Nephew Emmett – USA, 20 mins
In 1955, a Mississippi preacher tries to protect 
his 14-year-old nephew, Emmett Till, from two 
racist killers out for blood. Based on true events.

The Eleven O’Clock – Australia, 13 mins
The delusional patient of a psychiatrist believes he 
is actually the psychiatrist. As they each attempt 
to treat each other the session gets out of control.

Watt Wote/All of Us – Germany, 22 mins
For almost a decade Kenya has been targeted by 
terrorist attacks of the Al-Shabaab. An atmosphere of 
anxiety and mistrust between Muslims and Christians 
is growing. Until in December 2015, Muslim bus 
passengers showed that solidarity can prevail.

DOCUMENTARY SHORTS (184 mins) 
Saturday, February 10 at 10:30 AM* 
Thursday, March 1 at 6:30 PM**

Traffic Stop – USA, 30 mins
Featuring footage caught on a dashcam, TRAFFIC 
STOP tells the story of Breaion King, a 26-year-old 
African-American school teacher from Austin, Texas, 
whose routine traffic violation quickly escalated into a 
dramatic arrest at the hands of a white police officer.

Heaven is a Traffic Jam on the 405 – USA, 40 mins
This is a portrait of a brilliant 56-year-old artist who 
is represented by one of Los Angeles’ top galleries.

Edith + Eddie – USA, 29 mins
Edith and Eddie are America’s oldest interracial 
newlyweds. Their love story is disrupted by a 
family feud that threatens to tear the couple apart.

Heroin(e) – USA, 39 mins
Huntington, West Virginia is the epicenter of 
America’s modern opioid epidemic. Award-winning 
filmmaker Elaine McMillion Sheldon (Hollow) 
shows a hopefull side of the fight against drugs.

Knife Skills – USA, 40 mins
What does it take to build a world-class French 
restaurant? What if the staff is almost entirely men 
and women just out of prison who never cooked 
or served before?

The Plaza Cinema & Media Arts Center is a not-for-profit, 501(c)(3), community supported organization.  
This means that there are no shareholders, and that all monies are used to fund operations, programming and capital campaigns.

DOCUMENTARY SHORTS are split into two parts with an intermission.
*  brunch at an additional charge | **optional wine & cheese pairing at an additional charge

20 Terry St., Patchogue, NY 11772
(631) 438-0083 • plazamac.org

All film dates include a post-screening film discussion.


